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When one or more of the articles included in the shipment  

is subject to a trailerload rate predicated upon a  

trailerload minimum weight or measurement, the charges on  

each article shall be computed separately on the actual  

weight or measurement of each article at the respective  

rate applicable thereto subject to the following:  

   

1.  When all the articles in the shipment are subject to  

    weight rates, the highest trailerload minimum weight,  

    applicable to any article in the shipment, will be  

    applied.  Any deficit between the actual weight of the  

    shipment and the highest trailerload minimum weight  

    will be charged for at the lowest trailerload rate  

    applicable to any article in the mixed shipment.  

   

2.  When all the articles in the shipment are subject to  

    measurement rates, the highest trailerload minimum  

    measurement, applicable to any article in the ship-  

    ment, will be applied.  Any deficit between the actual  

    measurement of the shipment and the highest trailerload  

    minimum measurement will be charged for at the lowest  

    trailerload rate applicable to any article in the mixed  

    shipment.  

   

3.  When one or more of the articles in the shipment is  

    subject to a weight rate and one or more of the  

    articles in the shipment is subject to a measurement  

    rate, the charges on the entire shipment must be equal  

    or exceed the highest charge applicable to any article  

    in the shipment which is subject to a trailerload  

    minimum weight or measurement. 

 

 

Except as otherwise provided or the individual rate items,  

trailerload (TL) rates will only apply on a shipment when:  

   

1.  The prescribed trailerload (TL) minimum quantity of  

    freight is loaded wholly within one trailer (or  

    trailer is billed at the prescribed minimum quantity)  

    and  

   

2.  Shipment is loaded at origin into trailer by shipper  

    or his agent.  

   

3.  Shipment is unloaded at destination from trailer by  

    shipper or consignee. 

 


